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[00:00:00] 

Introduction 

 

[00:00:00] 

STEVE WRIGHT: So, everybody, this is the ICT Educator Webinar Series. As some of you know, this 

is a new project that we’ve taken on in the ICT sector team. Instead of having a Digital Media 

Educators Conference this year, we decided we would go ahead and have a webinar. We’ve got a 

lot of interesting webinars still lined up for this year. 

Since we’ve started this, I think we’ve had, gee, about five so far, a lot of interesting topics 

coming up. Today is, of course, the LinkedIn to enhance your business engagement, but we hear 

all the time about business engagement and how important it is. LinkedIn has got this tool… 

I was thinking this morning that before LinkedIn, you knew somebody was a good manager 

because they had a Rolodex, which has somebody’s numbers in a circular card file you keep on 

your desk (and tried to keep things in alphabetical order), and you pretty much wrote the names 

or had the business cards of anybody you dealt with there. It was pretty much the bigger the 

Rolodex, the bigger the network the person had and the more capable they were of getting things 

done. In the old days, you could kind of tell who was successful based on the size of their Rolodex. 

Nowadays, we’ve got LinkedIn, which is great! Before we get into that, I see we’re going to 

have our NETLAB+ user group next Friday talking about the latest topics on using that virtual 

technology for your classes. May 24th, we’re going to have a job market update from the folks at 

the Creative Group, which is the Robert Half recruitment organization that has pretty the beat on 

digital media jobs and occupations nationwide, and they offer a lot of great services to help 

students get in that area. Then on the 31st, a former keynote speaker from our Digital Media 

Educators Conference and from the ICT Winter Conference, Peter Coffee, who is with 
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Salesforce.com, gives a very insightful view of the future, which, in many cases, the future is now! 

He tends to bring that to our keen attention. 

[00:02:23] 

STEVE WRIGHT: So, today, we’re going to talk with Ryan a while. Ryan has just been dedicated to 

the community college system for a couple years at least, and when he’s not up at that posh 

headquarters in San Francisco, where you can get all the food you want in an amazing cafeteria 

and not have to pay anything… Well, I’m not sure about the paying. Maybe you buy it, but it was 

a wonderful experience, a beautiful view, a lot of bright people in a company that’s providing an 

incredible service. 

 I guess we’re seeing the power of data! I know I’m telling people all the time now, if you 

get a third-party certification, you get a Digital Badge, you drag and drop it onto your LinkedIn 

profile, and now you're on the radar. You could be found by anybody! People don’t do transcripts. 

We don’t do resumés that much. LinkedIn has replaced so much. 

 And then there are some unintended benefits of all this, and Ryan will talk a little bit about 

that today. He shared with me previously, and I’ve been trying to let as many people know as 

possible, about this alumni tool that’s there, which is particularly good for people in the 

community college system: faculty, deans, department shares, anybody who needs to put 

together an advisory, look for a place for apprenticeships, or get someone to speak in their class 

or whatever. It’s an incredible tool! 

 With that being my entire lead-in, I’ll go ahead and turn it over to Ryan now. Are you ready 

to take control? 
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[00:03:47] 

About LinkedIn 

 

[00:03:47] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: I am ready to rock and roll. Thanks, everybody. Steve, I really do appreciate the 

invite, for sure. I love working with the community colleges. I feel like we can align to do really big 

things in partnership, so we really, really do appreciate the partnership, and we’re working on 

some new projects. I’ll bring you guys up to speed on some of the things that we’re doing. 

 What I wanted to do today, really, was to show you guys some of our data, show you guys 

some of these new reports that we’ve got, but I also want to go on to LinkedIn and really show 

you how to use LinkedIn in a more advanced. Hopefully, maybe some of you guys have seen it. 

Maybe some of you haven’t. If you haven’t, if you guys have questions, feel free to ask questions. 

I really would like this to be a little bit more interactive if at all possible. 

 I’m going to go ahead and start sharing my screen. I’ve got to figure out how I can share 

multiple screens on Zoom. How do I do this? Bear with me. [00:05:00] 

[00:05:03] 

STEVE WRIGHT: You can do the whole screen, I believe, but then we’ll see all your instant 

messages, which can be embarrassing. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Oh, that’s true. I’m just going to share my desktop, and we’ll go from there. OK, 

are you guys seeing my LinkedIn page right now? 

STEVE WRIGHT: Yes. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Perfect. OK, cool. Are you guys seeing the slide deck now? 

STEVE WRIGHT: Yeah, we are. We see the small ones on the side, too, but I think that’s works. 
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RYAN ZERVAKOS: Got it. 

STEVE WRIGHT: There you go—full screen now. 

What LinkedIn is About 

[00:05:28] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: There we go. Awesome! Cool, so what I always like to do when we start out a 

conversation is really tell you guys where we’re going and what we’re doing and how quickly we’re 

growing. This slide deck, I just found out, actually, yesterday, so I apologize, but we’re now over 

620 million members, approaching 630 million members worldwide. We’re adding two new 

members per second. 

 The other really important item here is that we’ve got 20 million jobs now on LinkedIn, 

which is one of the largest collections of jobs out there. It’s more than on Monster and on Indeed. 

Then you’ll also notice that we’ve got 46 million recent college graduates. This is pretty much our 

#1 focus, is trying to get more young people on the platform. 

 There are two verticals we’re really trying to increase our membership. One is with young 

college students that are not accustomed to being on LinkedIn. The other is really focusing on the 

lower end of the socioeconomic spectrum and underrepresented minorities, which, again, falls 

right in line with the community college audience. This comes straight from Jeff Weiner, the CEO, 

which is one of our #1 priorities: 

• How do we get more people with middle skills? 

• How do we get more people that don’t have four-year degrees or don’t have two-year 

degrees that are just looking for certifications or certificates? 

• How do we get them on LinkedIn? 

• How do we get more jobs that are going to relate to those folks? 
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So, that’s one of the reasons I’m so passionate about working with community college, 

because it seems like a perfect fit for us to work together to get more of those students, more of 

your students on, more jobs, and more opportunities. 

Really, at the end of the day… You know, I always start my conversations with our vision, 

which is to create economic opportunity for every member of the global workforce, and this year, 

we’re really focusing on that—we really want everybody on there. You can see the ecosystem that 

we’ve got with regard to the number of people that are on there. 

Build a Brand and Realize Your Potential 

 

[00:07:44] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: When we’re talking about what is best for anybody, really, this is not just for 

students, but in my opinion, it’s really anybody who wants to get the most out of LinkedIn. Really, 

this slide is it. It’s the left hand of the slide. It’s building your profile, which is your brand. It is not 

a resumé; it’s your brand. 

The next thing is networking. Steve, you hit it on the head—it’s the new virtual Rolodex. 

Your network is key. Your network is everything. When we’re talking about it from our perspective 

of being in the industry for a while, that’s just going to give us more opportunity. But if we think 

about it from the perspective of a student… 
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I was at Irvine College last week—God, the weeks are running together! I was at Irvine 

College doing a workshop, and there was somebody who had been out of the industry, a woman 

who was coming back to community college. She had been a stay-at-home mom for 28 years. 

LinkedIn is a great place for her to get back on and find that economic opportunity, even though 

she has a huge gap in her work. That’s OK because LinkedIn is not a resumé; it’s a place for her to 

create a brand and talk about what she did. 

And we all that there’s more to life than just working for the entire 28 years when you're 

at home—there’s a lot that you can bring to the table. LinkedIn allows anybody to create their 

own story and to find that opportunity that’s right for them. 

You have to do that by building a profile, then you build a network, and the last and final 

thing is thought leadership, which is the bottom portion. That’s what most people don’t do, and 

really, quite frankly, it’s not just students, but most of us don’t do that, which is to say how do we 

engage with our feed? How do we engage with our network? 

That is by putting up content or by liking content and sharing content. You read a great 

publication, and you post that content. In my humble opinion, I think all of us could be on LinkedIn 

more, including myself, which is just contributing to the feed. You're not out there trying to get 

new business or get a new job, but really how do I contribute to the feed? 

From my perspective, it would be awesome if we had all faculty members on there and 

staff members on there that are talking about what their school is doing, what their school is 

bringing to the table. Building out your school brand, [00:10:00] you can do that with the thought 

leadership. 

Then, of course, the learning part is with LinkedIn Learning—that’s our ethos, is to keep 

learning and bridge that skills gap that exists out there. It’s at scale, and we’re rapidly increasing 

our content. We’re adding about 60 new courses per week—it’s pretty crazy how quickly we’re 

growing. But really, it’s designed for one thing, which is to help realize your income earning 

potential if you do all four of these things together. It’s pretty powerful. 
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Powering the California Economy 

 

[00:10:27] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, one thing that most people… I shouldn’t say ‘don’t realize,’ but one of the 

things we like to show is just how much data we’ve got within California. This is a little bit of an 

older slide. You’ll notice on the bottom it says we have 530 million members, but now we’re up to 

620 million members, so we’ve probably got closer to 17 or 18 million member profiles just in 

California alone. 

 We’ve got over a million jobs in California. Out of the 20 million worldwide, a million of 

them are here in California. That tells you the power of our economy and the schools represented. 

The actual power of our data here is pretty impressive when we’re just talking about one state. 
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[00:11:13] 

LinkedIn Demo 

 

[00:11:13] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, what I want to do here is actually jump out of the slide deck, and I want to 

go into the LinkedIn Homepage. What I want to do for the next 5 or 10 minutes is show you guys 

how you can find your alumni data. I want to show you guys how you can use the jobs board and 

use some of our features. Then I’m going to go back into the slide, and I’ll show you some of the 

data reports that we can pull, based on the alumni data, but we’re tweaking it for you guys. 

 Before I go any further, does anybody have any questions or want me to cover anything? 

[00:12:03] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Looking good. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: OK, looking good. Awesome! So, I hope all of you guys are familiar with the 

LinkedIn feed. I’m sure you guys are, but you’ll notice front and center is where the feed is and 

where you're going to actually start posting content. We do this for a reason. We want people to 

post content. But let’s go ahead and start taking a look at actual alumni data. 
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Searching for Your College 

 

[00:12:26] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, what I did before is I actually pulled up Santa Ana College. You can do that 

by searching any college. If I wanted to do a search for Santa Ana College, I can do that. 

 

 Now, oftentimes you’ll notice it will populate here, where it says ‘School’ on the left. If you 

decide to just hit Enter here for some reason, a lot of times, what it’s going to do is pull up anything 

that has to do with Santa Ana College, so you're not going to find what you're looking for with 

regard to getting to the alumni data. 
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 So, the way to do that is to click on the More tab, which is a drop-down arrow, and then 

you're going to want to refine your search from searching everything on LinkedIn that has to do 

with Santa Ana College to just Schools that are named Santa Ana College. 

 

There you go. Now we’ve got Santa Ana College as the top result, so I can go ahead and 

click on that, and it takes me to the Santa Ana College homepage. 

 

 Now, this is important because it gives us a lot of information. Now, I was actually just 

yesterday meeting with one of my colleagues on a different team, talking to San José State 

University. We were meeting with their executive team about their use of the homepage. There 

are some things on here that I can’t even show you because I don’t have access to the back end, 

but they go completely underutilized when it comes to the free access and the free functionality 

of LinkedIn. 
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 This university page is complementary, and almost everything in here is complementary as 

well. The insights is part of premium, but this really is not for you guys; it’s more for other people 

trying to look inside and see what kind of opportunity there is at Santa Ana College. But the bottom 

line is this page is all designed to help you guys build your brand. 

 One thing you’ll notice here is that we have similar pages where you can go to other 

institutions. This is one thing that’s underutilized—if you had an affiliated page, a page underneath 

Santa Ana College (maybe a group, like the automotive group or the CTE group, your group within 

Santa Ana College that is created by the admin), then it will be an affiliated group, and it will roll 

up through Santa Ana College. That’s one thing that’s not being utilized. 

 Over here on the left-hand side is something else that most people don’t realize, is the 

[00:15:00] Alumni tab. 

 

If you click on the Alumni tab, you can actually see anyone who has gone to the school that 

has listed it in their profile. This is really powerful information because it allows you to search 

pretty easily who has gone to the school and where they’ve gone. I’ll go into this really quickly to 

give you guys an idea of how this works. 
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Alumni Data 

 

[00:15:32] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: You can see where they live and where they work. I’ll be candid with you—this 

is a little bit… Zoom is in my way a little bit, so I’ve got to move the screen, so I apologize. 

 

If we click on Next over here, it shows you what they do and what they studied, and it can 

even show you what they’re skilled at. 
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Finding Opportunity 

 

[00:15:53] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Now, the whole purpose of this is really to find and connect to opportunity. So, 

if you're interested in finding out if anybody from Santa Ana College is working at a certain 

company, you can do that. 

 If we type in Netflix… You can type in Netflix here… Oops, nobody is working at Netflix—

that was a bad search. Let’s try another one. Let’s try maybe Google—who knows? 

 

 So, you’ve got three Santa Ana College alumni that are working at Google, and then you 

can come down here and actually see. 
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 This is a VR Engineering Consultant at Google, and he went to Santa Ana College in 2011. 

The next thing you could do is you could actually connect with this person and add a note. If you 

think about it in terms of growing your network from the terms of a student perspective, this is 

really, really valuable information that is all complementary. It’s all out there for the student to 

find at any given time. 

 Again, from our perspective, what we’re trying to do is we’re trying to connect people to 

opportunity. So, that’s one aspect of the LinkedIn platform that I think goes completely 

underutilized, and we would love to have more of you guys touting it, letting faculty members 

know about it, letting career services know about it—but mainly, how do we get it in the hands of 

students? How do we help students understand the value proposition of LinkedIn and go out there 

and put their profile there and then connect with others? 

 I work with a lot of different college students, and one student I worked with actually took 

this data and found a Chief Marketing Officer at a global clothing company called Gymshark, 

reached out to that person as a student, and was able to talk to that Chief Marketing Officer, have 

an informational interview, and really helped build his brand. That’s just one example of how you 

can use this data to help expand the students’ reach or faculty members’ reach or anybody on 

campus, anywhere, any time to build out your network. So, it’s a pretty powerful tool, again, that 

goes pretty underutilized. 

 Does anybody have any questions with regard to how to find the alumni data? I do want 

to… Go ahead—somebody was going to say something? 
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[00:18:37] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Well, I was going to ask you how recent is the data? How far does it go back? Are 

there any reports you can generate off of this? Is this is just this year’s alumni or 5 years’ alumni? 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Sure. So, this is everybody that’s listed as an alumni from 1900 to now. You can 

see that on the page. You do have the ability, if you wanted to generate a list or to get an idea of 

the more recent graduates, to say, “OK, I just want to go from 2000 to 2019,” and that refines it 

down to about 15,000 people. So, you do have the ability to do that. You also have the ability to 

search here for keywords. 

Now, as far as reporting is concerned, we are working on reports, and I’ll show you some 

of those reports. Those are not anything that you guys can go on and just pull your own reports. 

We’re still working on the ability for you guys to pull your own reports, but right now, I have to 

pull reports and give you guys an idea. 

[00:19:36] 

STEVE WRIGHT: I have a question—totally unscripted here. We’re interested in Cybersecurity 

these days, and people in Cybersecurity can work at any kind of company. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Right. 

STEVE WRIGHT: So, is that a skill that I would type in to see if there’s anybody doing Cybersecurity 

work? 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, you could do Cybersecurity… Is that one word or two words? 

STEVE WRIGHT: It goes either way. [00:20:00] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, I have 70 of your alumni between 2000 and 2019 that have Cybersecurity in 

their profile. So, you could also… If you want to check out Cybersecurity in a more granular way, 

you could if they studied Cybersecurity. 
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 The What they do… See how we had this Add button right here? We’re looking to add it to 

the left one. What this means I can actually granularly what they studied. Here, I cannot search 

just what they do just yet. So, once we get that function, Steve, you're going to be able to get a 

better idea of anybody who is working in the Cybersecurity industry, but you can always do this 

right here and see what pulls up. 

[00:20:54] 

STEVE WRIGHT: That’s great because it shows us where they work, and one of the big questions 

we have is what kind of companies are there that are hiring our students in Cybersecurity? 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Correct. 

STEVE WRIGHT: The tendency is to think of a tech company, and I’m seeing some healthcare, some 

military, some financial institutions. There’s really a wider spectrum. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Absolutely. That point is a great point, because I think what our data shows (and 

what is often forgotten) is that just about every large company has roles across the board. You’ve 

got people that are carpenters that work for LinkedIn because we build our own sets for LinkedIn 

Learning. So, you wouldn’t realize that you could be a carpenter and work for LinkedIn, or you can 

be… Most people think you're a tech company or mostly IT or mostly software engineering. Well, 

that's not true; it’s mostly sales. So, this is a really good point where you can our data and go, 

“Man, I could work for a really cool company, but I don’t have to be… I can study what I want to 

study and be able to work where I want to work”—do you see what I’m saying? 
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[00:22:00] 

STEVE WRIGHT: What I love is you can probably click on that one person, and their profile will 

show up, and you can contact them and say, “Hey, what do you guys do?” 

 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, absolutely. That’s exactly right. You saw what I did here… If you come back 

over here, and you're interested in finding out a little bit more about what Diana is doing… So, 

she’s the Head of Enterprise Application Security—that’s right up your alley. Here’s a Senior 

Cybersecurity Analyst. So, you can who Diana is by clicking on her profile. 

Right now, if you're going to Santa Ana College and you're interested in Cybersecurity, you 

have a commonality with Diana, so you could reach out to Diana and just connect with her and 

actually ask her questions, see how she got her job, and just grow your network. That is super, 

super powerful, and this is really the only place to do this. 

[00:22:51] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Looks like I could complain about my home warranty as well. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: You could probably do that as well. So, I got a question in the chat from David. 

The question is how might this mentoring potential align with the LinkedIn mentoring program 

that has been launched, which seems much more driven by data comparisons? 

 That’s a great question, David. I think there are two schools of thought with the mentoring, 

and I’m just going to show everybody where the mentoring lives now, which is pretty passive, and 

this, which is a more active thing, in my opinion. 
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 This type of mentoring… What I would do is I would say, “As a student, you can go out, and 

you can find people that are in the industry, that have the jobs and the skills you want, and maybe 

reach out and have them become your mentor or do informational interviews and get a few of 

those people lined up so that you get a better idea of how to do it.” 

 As far as mentoring is concerned within LinkedIn, that’s actually in your profile. I’m going 

to go to my profile, and within the profile section, it’s under the Career Advice hub. The Career 

Advice hub lets you know what’s there. They’re trying to find people that want advice from me. 

Apparently, nobody wants advice from me right now. 

 

 As a student, you can go on the opposite end, where you're receiving advice as opposed 

to giving advice. I hope that answers your question, David, but basically, it is pretty passive 

because, once you put your information in this section of LinkedIn, we’re just going to go out and 

try to find data, and we’re going to try to find members that have the same needs and wants and 

desires to be your mentor, and then you can reach out to them. 

[00:24:42] 

AUDIENCE MEMBER 1: If I may… Ryan, can you hear me OK? 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, go ahead. 
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AUDIENCE MEMBER 1: So, the question, I think is that… I agree with you. I’ve been receiving 

mentor requests by people who have only been put together with me through some sort of 

algorithm. I don’t know what part of the country they’re from. They’re not part of my college. 

[00:25:00] But my profile aligns with their needs. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Correct. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER 1: If I think about Steve’s needs in the IT world and the work that they’re 

doing statewide, to be able to be a little bit more deliberate… I mean, I’m grateful that students 

can go out here and run their LinkedIn membership and get connected individually, but as an 

administrator, as a dean, as someone who runs a career center, as a faculty member in the 

classroom, it would be helpful if I would be more proactive in knowing what’s going on and 

insisting that process, because right now, I’m out of the loop that you just described. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yep. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER 1: So, that’s the piece I think I’m most interested in, is how would someone 

like a Sector Navigator (like Steve) begin to build by design a purposeful network where people 

know that they may be approached by a college student in our community colleges in California 

and that we’re going to try to line them with someone from some of the schools in their area? That, 

to me, seems to be the next level of deliberate thinking about this wonderful tool that you have. 

But that’s my question. 

[00:26:11] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, great question. I’m on the back end of the Career Advice hub, and you can 

specify “I only want people that are in my same function,” and then you can actually specify a few 

more things. We used to be able to specify college—I think we might be changing some of the 

things. So, it doesn’t really accomplish what you're wanting to accomplish. 

 I’m wondering, though—and this is something that we probably should maybe have a 

different discussion where we can circle back and talk about the groups… Our group functionality 

is completely underutilized. We’ve updated the group function. My thinking is maybe you could 
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create a group where you want it just to be a mentorship group for your vertical within Strong 

Workforce (ICT/Digital Media/whatever that is), and you can create this group within LinkedIn that 

says, “We want students on our group, and we want industry experts on our group, and we’re 

going to pair you guys up through the group.” 

 When you join a group, you do have the ability to actually message people within those 

groups, so it’s a pretty powerful tool, again, that goes pretty underutilized within the platform. I’ll 

give you an example. 

 

 We have a group here, our Student Learning Ambassadors group, and you can see all the 

members of the group. You can actually check out the members of the group, and then if you 

wanted to see the members, you could see the members of the group, and you could actually 

message them. 

 This might be a way that’s already here that is, again, underutilized where you could 

actually create a mentoring group, reach out to industry and reach out to students, and put them 

all in one place—just an idea. 

[00:27:54] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: I did have a question. Somebody wanted me to go back and find the alumni, so 

I’m going to go through how you find the alumni again. I’m going to use a different campus this 

time. Let’s use Saddleback College. 
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 I’m going to click on Saddleback College. If you pulled this up, which doesn’t have any 

schools, hit the More tab, click on Schools, and now it pulls up Saddleback College. 

 

Then on the left-hand side, the Alumni tab is right here… 
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 That Alumni tab pulls up, and you're good to go—you’ll have all of that information. Cool! 

[00:28:39] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, I’m going to jump back to… Does anybody else have a question? 

STEVE WRIGHT: I was just going to add a reminder that these are just the people that have chosen 

to show the community college in their profile. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: That is correct. 

STEVE WRIGHT: There are many more alumni who haven’t decided to do that, so we would be 

missing them. So, but still, it’s a pretty good shot. In terms of it being a random sample of that 

wouldn’t necessarily be true—it’s a deliberate sample. It’s a sample of people that are willing to 

show it, which I think is an advantage for us in terms of selecting them to say, “Would you like to 

have an opportunity to give back to the college you went to for a class or two and to help our 

students?” and I think that’s a very good filter. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah. 

[00:29:20] 

WENDY PORTER: I had a question. This is Wendy Porter in the Far North area DSN. Is there a way 

to message multiple people if you have a really good search, and you want to message them all? 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: That is a great question. We do not allow you to do that with even Premium, and 

the reason is we don’t want our members bombarded by everybody. 

WENDY PORTER: Right. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: You can purchase a tool, which some are interested in purchasing the tool—it’s 

called the Sales Navigator Tool, and the Sales Navigator Tools does allow you to [00:30:00] more 

easily message more people, but you're going to be capped at 150 per month. Again, we don’t 

want to blast message. 
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 Now, there’s a caveat to this. These are people that you're not connected to. So, if you're 

connected to them or they’re in a group, then you can message them because you're connected 

to them, so you can message as many people as you want, as often as you want. But we want to 

reduce the number of people that are messaged that are connected. So, that’s where the group 

function might be pretty powerful because… 

 

 Let me get back to that group I was talking about. When you create this group, you can 

actually put a message here to everybody in the feed. There’s a way that you can message people 

in the feed and say, “Hey, check this out if you want to,” or you can actually just go directly to the 

members and message the members, but there’s no way to message all of them at one time. 

You’ve got to do it one by one. 

WENDY PORTER: OK, thanks. 
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[00:31:09] 

Collecting Data Outcomes 

 

[00:31:09] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: No problem. So, I’m going to jump back over to our slide deck real quick, and I 

just want to go through the last few things, where this is some data that we actually pulled. What 

we did is we added up all of the colleges—it took me a while. This was last year that I pulled up all 

of the community colleges, all 114, what alumni data we have to show you guys a high-level view 

of where your students are, where they’re going, and what they’re studying. 

 

 So, you can see Business Administration is the highest ranked field of study, followed by 

Psychology. You can see that most people are working in operations. Kaiser and Starbucks, 

obviously, have a lot of people. The Navy is one of the largest companies that hire your graduates. 

Now, these are graduates from 2017. 
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 We can drill down a little bit further. We can actually go down more and show you guys 

almost all of the fields of study that are listed on the profile, all the industries, and again, here, if 

you see industries, they’re all across the board, what industries you're going into. 

[00:32:24] 

STEVE WRIGHT: I think this is a wonderful… That last slide is a wonderful example of something 

that helps us strategically. The one prior to this, if you don’t mind going back… Strategically looking 

at industries on the right where they’re employed, we see retail is very big, but on the left, when 

you look at how much retail curriculum we offer, it’s very little, so this is where we as a statewide 

organization begin to ask ourselves, “Are we teaching the right things? Are we teaching where 

people are going?” Not everybody starts off by saying, “I want to be in retail,” but they end up 

picking it because it’s available. Wouldn’t it be nice if they were good at it? This is wonderfully 

revealing. Thank you, Ryan, very much. 

[00:33:05] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, I mean, I think that’s one thing we’re trying to do, is to partner up with 

you guys and to be able to align content and help those students get into those industries if they’re 

interested in it. 
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 One question was can a DSN report… This has to be requested by me. A great question—

unfortunately, right now, I don’t have any APIs. We don’t have anything that you guys can run that 

report, but I’m working on it. I’m working on something like a tablet report that you can do. 

[00:33:44] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: And the other question was can anyone send a message to anybody they find in 

alumni search? 

 You can connect with them. You can send a message, but if you're not Premium, you can 

only send one or two messages. We want you to be connected before you can send messages. 

The way I send a message and the way I tell students is to hit the Connect tab and then add a note. 

In that note, you can write a 300-character message. That’s the most effective way. It’s a dual 

purpose—at the same time, you're connecting, and you're also sending a message. Great 

questions. 
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[00:34:23] 

Outcomes by Field of Study 

 

Business Administration 

[00:34:23] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, one of the things I did is I actually drilled down to the field of study, because 

when you do a different field of study, you might be working in a different area, working for a 

different company. So, we can actually do that. 

 

 We could take a look at just your Business Administration and Management students—

where are they going? A lot of them are going to retail, financial services, real estate, hospitality, 

hospital and healthcare… Again, the Navy and the Army are up there for those students. They’re 

in ops. They’re in sales. They’re in Administrative. 

I think the job function is probably one of the most powerful things to see, because to what 

you were saying, Steve, you're studying X, but you can work in any company, [00:35:00] and then 

you can see what kind of job you can have, so the job function is pretty powerful because you can 
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see a lot of your business students are in IT or accounting—that makes sense. Admin and sales—

that makes a lot of sense. So, this gives you an idea of where your business students are going. 

Psychology 

 

[00:35:15] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: We can also drill it down to where your psychology students are going. You’ll 

notice your psych students are doing a lot of the same things. I mean, check out how many psych 

students are in sales or in support or in HR. I think, probably, in my humble opinion, this is almost 

more powerful for those students that are studying degrees that maybe they don’t think are as 

transferrable when they really are! You can get a job just about anywhere, as long as you have a 

degree or an associate’s. Super powerful. 
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2017 Accounting Alumni: Top Employers and Skills 

 

[00:35:49] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: I’m going to go on to the next slide, which is taking Accounting alumni. I went in 

and pulled just Accounting alumni and that data. The most important thing (again, Steve, you 

alluded to this earlier) is that our data is only as good as what is put in. A lot of your students are 

not completing their profiles, and that’s what you see at the top of the list here. 

The ‘Null’ means that you have a student who says they’ve gone to your school, but they 

have not put what job they have, and they’ve not put what company they work for. That means 

that it’s really useless. It just eliminates that. If you think about, of the percentage of students, the 

vast majority of these students don’t have a company or don’t have jobs. 

Look under the company side. You’ve got Ernst & Young as the top company, Amazon, 

PricewaterhouseCoopers. Think about if we had all those other 3,800 adding the companies—we 

would have a much better idea of where your students are going as well. 

You can see what job function they have. A lot of your Accounting alumni are working in 

engineering, amazingly enough, and IT. So, pretty powerful data to really give you an idea of what 

your students are doing. 
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2017 Computer Degree Alumni: Top Employers, Jobs, and Skills 

 

[00:37:01] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Here, what I did is I took anybody that had anything to do with Computer 

Science. I put ‘Computer Degree,’ but Computer Science and other degrees that line up in 

Computer Technology. Again, the top thing is null, but you drill down further from that, Amazon, 

Apple, Google. You’ve got recent alums that are working at some of these places. It would be 

awesome if we could get more of those students to put it on their profile. 

 Now, one of the reasons this may be null is, if you think about it, if you have your 

associate’s, students going on to four-year schools. If they’re going to a four-year school, they 

might not have a current job. That makes sense, so we could extrapolate out that maybe a big 

portion of these that are null are now on to four-year campuses and don’t have a job yet. Even so, 

I think the vast majority of students are doing something when they’re in school and probably 

should have something on their profile to give us an idea of what they’re doing and give 

themselves better opportunity. 
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2017 Nursing Alumni: Top Employers and Skills 

 

[00:38:06] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Here’s Nursing—same thing. We’ve got the same deal with Nursing, although 

you’ll see Nursing with the job function, it’s the first one that actually has more people putting on 

their profile what they do. This one is a direct correlation. You’ll see Nursing’s #1 job function is 

Healthcare Services, so that’s really indicative that if you're going into Nursing, more likely, you're 

going to be in healthcare, but you’ve got some people in Ops and Admin and Support as well. 

Cross-Institution Benchmarking 

 

[00:38:30] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Then the other thing that you could do is cross-institutional benchmarking. You 
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can take, for example, San José City College and line up their alumni, where they’re going as it 

relates to the system. You can see where your students are living compared to others. If you want 

to do some cross-institutional benchmarking, you can do that as well. 

 That’s an overview of some of this alumni data. 
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[00:38:58] 

Utilizing Insights 

 

ACADEMIC 

• How successful are your programs at 

preparing students for the workforce? 

• What skills are in greatest demand amongst 

key industries or employers? 

• How can faculty better align curriculum with 

top skills? 

CAREER SERVICES 

• What are the top career outcomes for your 

graduates? 

• How does your school compare with peer 

institutions? 

• What skills will your graduates need to stay 

competitive? 

ALUMNI RELATIONS 

• Where are your alumni living and working? 

• How can you connect your current students 

to alumni? 

• How can you support your graduates in 

staying competitive in the workforce? 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP 

• What key workforce trends are impacting 

your graduates? 

• How is your institution positioned to meet 

those requirements? 

• How can administrators play a leading role in 

influencing the decision? 

[00:38:58] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, some of the things that we can do with student insights, what questions we 

think we might be able to help you answer, really, are some academic questions, alumni questions: 

How successful are your programs at preparing students for the workforce? These are things that 

we might want to ponder—are there any insights our insights can help you answer for your 

institution? And that’s really where we’re coming from with this partnership. 
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Global Presence of Members in IT&D Industry 

[00:39:26] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: We went and actually ransom custom reports for global trade to just show you 

that we can actually get a little bit deeper with regard to where people are going and what they 

are doing. You can see the top countries where people that are in International Trade and 

Development work, and then you can see the top 10 job titles held by people with that role or in 

that vertical. 

 

Global Jobs 

[00:39:56] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: The next thing we did is we took a look at jobs that are popular within this 

vertical, [00:40:00] and you can see the top job titles across the top three countries. So, here in 

the States, it’s Consultant. You’ve got President, Manager, Project Manager. You can see what the 

different job titles are for those that are in that vertical. 
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[00:40:25] 

Partnering with LinkedIn Learning 

 

[00:40:25] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: I’m showing a lot of data quickly. Can you speak of not what we can do but how? 

First of all, I do want to let you know that I will give this slide deck to you guys, so you can 

disseminate it out, and everybody can have access to it, so you can go through it a little bit more 

in detail on your own. 

 The data project we have right now is more of a one-off… The data I’m showing you is a 

one-off request. We actually have to take some time to pull these reports. The student outcome 

data that I showed you, that’s another report that I pull for my clients. So, when you are a LinkedIn 

Learning Partner, we will provide these reports for that organization. 

 So, we’re starting to make a lot of headway within the community college, so I’m actually 

able to pull those reports for you, but those are manual reports, and we can pull those from time 

to time. 

[00:41:22] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Let’s stop you right there. What would it take to become a LinkedIn Learning 

Partner? Does it cost money? What do we have to do? What kind of services would we get? I think 

everybody on this call is looking at how to take data like this and come up with operational 

decisions on what kind of education programs we need to support. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, our goal is to partner with the community college system at scale to roll 

out LinkedIn Learning and get it out into the hands of the students. Right now, we’ve got those 

partnerships in Orange County, through CTE, San José Evergreen, San Mateo… LA Community 

College District has licenses. So, really, it’s acquiring licenses for your students, and we can actually 

start with CTE and really just go in that Strong Workforce vertical, but that’s it—it’s acquiring 
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licenses for your CTE students or all your students. Once you do that partnership with us, then we, 

obviously, have more bandwidth to pull these reports. 

 So, if you're currently partnering with one of those schools already—let’s say in Orange 

County—then I can run these reports for you. And the more I do… We’re actually working on the 

back end. We’re continually tweaking how we get those reports. Currently, it’s a little bit of a 

process, but we’re hoping to expedite that and make it a little bit easier. 

[00:42:48] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Well, let’s you and I chat later then about how my group can help you aggregate 

demand for a larger play in that, because I know a lot of people on this call right here would be 

very keen to want to collaborate on that. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, yeah, for sure, for sure. The data… We’re not selling the data. The data is 

a part of our partnership. The only thing that we are selling is LinkedIn Learning. Everything I 

showed you on LinkedIn is all complementary, so really, it’s… LinkedIn Learning Partnership—are 

we able to expand what we’ve got right now? Really, the opportunity is going to be in the Inland 

Empire, San Diego, Northern California. Orange County is set. LA is pretty much set. The South 

Central Region or South Coast Region is another opportunity. We’re slowly growing, but even if 

we could do something at scale with the system, that would be an awesome opportunity for us. 

We would love to be able to do that. 

[00:42:48] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Yeah, some of the chat I’m seeing here is the question of the bottom line: What 

does it cost? I think what I’m hearing you say is the business model is the extent to which we can 

get the LinkedIn Learning student licenses in place with the students and have them using them. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Right. 

STEVE WRIGHT: And there’s a fee for those. There might be a discount or whatever. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Right. 
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STEVE WRIGHT: Then, when we do that, we are a customer in good standing, so to speak, and 

these additional services are available, if they’re available, under that context. Is that how it works? 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Correct. Absolutely. 

STEVE WRIGHT: OK, I was talking to someone the other day about renewing some LinkedIn 

Learning licenses in the LA region and that sort of thing, and I forgot exactly what the number 

was—let’s say 2,000 LinkedIn Learning licenses for students. Is there a number that would 

generally be associated with a year’s access and, say, 2,000 LinkedIn Learning licenses? 

[00:44:45] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, yeah. We do a coverage model, so the higher the license count, the lower 

the price per user. So, with 2,000 licenses, you should be looking at right around $20 a user or 

something like that, maybe [00:45:00] right around there. 

STEVE WRIGHT: If we could do aggregate demands statewide, then we might get a pretty good… 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Then it’s down to $2 a user. 

STEVE WRIGHT: And the implication would be we would want to be looking at some statewide or 

regional comparisons and support data. 

[00:45:15] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Correct. So, when you go regional, then it drops down from $20 or $25 per user 

down to $4 or $3 per user, and that’s where Orange County is coming in, LA County—those are 

much lower priced per use because we’ve got much larger audiences. 

STEVE WRIGHT: OK! 

[00:45:33] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, I want to get to everybody’s questions for sure, so we can take a look at some 

of those. The question about getting students to buy… Our goal is not to have students buying. 

Our goal is to have the institution or have it funded, so the students get access to it for free—
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that’s what we’re trying to do because the students getting it themselves, they have to pay a 

premium, which is $30 a month for the students to get it. That’s what everybody's goal is, to try 

to help, when it comes to equity, get it in the hands of every student. 

STEVE WRIGHT: Yeah, and I see the question: What do they get? They get access to your LinkedIn 

Learning library, right? 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Correct, yeah. I wasn’t going to take time on this call to go over LinkedIn 

Learning, but I show you real quickly—it’s Lynda.com in a new user interface. I’ve got a little bit of 

additional data here, but I will go to… 

[00:46:52] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Well, and as I recall, one of the things you did—I don’t know if it was a personal 

for me or because you're a nice guy or what—but you helped us correlate the LinkedIn Learning 

or Lynda.com curriculum you have or videos to the Business Information Worker series that we 

have. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Correct. 

STEVE WRIGHT: So, we have that crosswalk still… 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yep. 

STEVE WRIGHT: So, when you think about what’s the value of a license like this to students who 

are coming to call and also doing a little learning at home, you have this wonderful auxiliary 

medium to complement a pathway. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yep. 

[00:47:27] 

STEVE WRIGHT: So, if we think of it in terms of what are the LinkedIn Learning resources that could 

complement the new guided pathways, I think we can make a case for Strong Workforce funding 

or something like that. 
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RYAN ZERVAKOS: That’s exactly right. We’re adding 60 new courses per week. We have about 

13,000 courses now. We’ve got them in 6 different languages. They’re all in one platform—that’s 

still for the same price. Orange County, for example, is paying about $4 per user. 

And the service that we provided for you, Steve, is complementary. When you get access, 

what we do is we will map our content to those competencies so that you don’t have to do that, 

because 13,000 courses is a lot to go through, so we’ll go through those courses, and we can align 

to those competencies and then give you a spreadsheet. You could say, “Oh, I like this course.” 

We’ll create a learning path around X, Y, Z. 

 

Quick Overview of LinkedIn Learning 

[00:48:20] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: For example here, I’ll just show you really quickly the learning paths that are out 

there and how easy it is to create learning paths, because what you would want to do is get content 

in the hands of students that’s relevant to them. 

 Basically, what you can do is aggregate all of our courses into however long of a path that 

you want. Here’s Cybersecurity Awareness, for example… 
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 So, it’s a Cybersecurity Awareness learning path that’s 33 minutes, so you could pick 

whatever courses you want. And for the first time ever, you can actually add your own custom 

content in there, so you could bookend our content with some of your own video content on why 

students should be learning it. So, that’s a quick overview on LinkedIn Learning, but for those of 

you that are familiar with Lynda.com, it’s the same content but new user interface. 

[00:49:20] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Melissa makes an interesting statement—our students barely have time to do 

their homework. Sometimes I think that we have a broader context of potential students, including 

contract ed students and people who are at home, following along with somebody who is on a 

pathway, or coworkers or that sort of thing, because to me, the ideal situation here is people who 

can observe these videos while they’re at work. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yep. 

STEVE WRIGHT: And take a little a time out that way, because you're right—our typical student 

who is going to a class in a classroom and getting to a job and then trying to get their homework 
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done, maybe they’re time squeezed, but there are other people who could be following the same 

pathway that this would be the right medium. [00:50:00] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, that’s true, and I hear where you're coming from, Melissa, but the bottom 

line is what we’re going to try to do and what we want to do is to tie LinkedIn Learning to getting 

a job. Hopefully, that will help students get familiar with LinkedIn, because at the end of the day, 

we want your students on LinkedIn. How do we get your students on LinkedIn? How do we give 

them the most opportunity? How do we have them have a profile? 

Well, we have LinkedIn Learning that has content. It’s a course that can help them with a 

two-minute video. All of our courses are broken up into very short videos, so at the end of the day, 

it’s giving content to the end user where they need it, how they need it. Everything is online, 

everything is on their phone, and everything is video. Everybody is strapped for time. What we’re 

trying to do at LinkedIn in partnering with you guys is to try to help them get jobs. So, hopefully, 

the idea is to get them to understand the value proposition of LinkedIn at scale, and there’s really 

no easier way to do it at scale than with LinkedIn Learning and then marketing students to LinkedIn 

as well. 

 Any other questions, Steve? Is there something else you wanted to… 

[00:51:17] 

STEVE WRIGHT: No, you're on a roll. I’ll give you a chance to finish up. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Oh, OK, cool. 
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[00:51:21] 

Projects 

 

[00:51:21] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, I wasn’t planning on going into too much detail about LinkedIn Learning. I 

really wanted to show you guys more about some of our data and some of the projects that we’re 

working on. Man, I’ve got all these things going on, on my computer, that are kind of frustrating 

me right now, so I apologize. 

 

But let me just go to this data project that we did that I could probably do for ICT as well, 

which is to take some of our LinkedIn data and see where are people in Digital, what are they 

doing, what skills they have, what skills they need. This is one of the things where we can take the 

top in-demand skills for a certain industry and then extrapolate. Do we have content that will align 

to those skills? At the end of the day, what LinkedIn is trying to do is to try to bridge that skills gap, 

so we’re building a lot of content based on what LinkedIn data we see on the backend.  
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Benchmarking Student Outcomes 

[00:52:26] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, that’s one thing that we’re doing. We’re also taking a look at, from here, 

benchmarking your student outcomes in. For example, this one is International Trade and 

Development industry, but we can do that for different industries, and again, this is a one-off 

report. 
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We can theoretically do that for your industry or for a different industry. You’ll see how 

many recent grads studied certain disciplines, how many recent grads, what the top functions that 

they have for those recent grads. These are things that we could do, and again, this is something 

that is more of a one-off report, but it’s something that we have the ability to do—this is the first 

time we’ve really been able to do it. 

Opportunity to Upskill Students 

[00:53:07] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Then, can we help upskill those students? 

 

So, here, again, we see the top in-demand skill for your International Trade and 

Development industry, and then compare that to the recent graduate skills on their profile, and 

you can see that the percentage of recent graduates that have that skill. In Finance, you're up 

there, but in Business Planning, it’s a little bit lower. This is brand-new reporting for us, so it’s still 

a little bit of a work in progress, but it just kind of gives you an idea of what we can do with some 

of our data. 
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[00:53:42] 

Questions 

 

[00:53:42] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: So, with that, I just wanted to take a few minutes to make sure I can answer 

everybody’s questions and then wrap up. We definitely are excited about what we can do with 

you guys and how we can partner, but this just gives you a brief overview of some of the stuff that 

we’re working on right now. 

STEVE WRIGHT: Well, I think it’s terrific. I’m always fascinated. I mean, personally, from a 

background in Market Research, I look at different tools, so I know that we’re looking at what our 

students need to learn. We’re always balancing what we get from Burning Glass or ADD and, of 

course, the tools that you're offering now, and then there are other online sites for IT that are 

good, like Dice, for what kinds of jobs are out there. We balance them all, and we look for them, 

but this is the only tool I’ve seen that actually gives a connection between the students we have, 

what they’ve taken, and where they’re working. 

 Now, I agree that it’s all voluntary, so that classifies it, I believe, almost as anecdotal, but 

do you have any kind of regression analysis or qualitative data work that you’ve done that tells you 

how accurate you think this is or whether we’re addressing a certain subset of the student 

population or the adult population and leaving some out? [00:55:00] 

 I mean, you mentioned that LinkedIn has a huge drive right now to try to get more of the 

middle-skilled people that are in there. Are we missing those people in this data? 

[00:55:11] 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, I mean, that’s a great… I don’t think we have any way to show the delta 

between how many students you have and how many students are on LinkedIn. We don’t have 

that yet because we don’t know how many students you have, right? But I’m sure there’s a gap 
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there, and I’m sure there’s a gap in the kind of information, so we’re trying to work on a project 

that’s going to give students the opportunity to create profiles more easily. 

[00:55:40] 

STEVE WRIGHT: As a rule of thumb, it’s about 2 million students with a 75% turnover per year, so 

over 10 years, you’ve got a few million students. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, that’s crazy. Yeah, we’re definitely on the short side, but that’s why we 

want to partner with you guys, so we can see if we can make some stuff happen. 

STEVE WRIGHT: I think it’s terrific. I love it. I mean, to me, this shows me the motivated ones that 

are using the tool and stepping up. I mean, out of any group of people, you're going to have people 

that are willing to engage in society and the marketplace. Nowadays, that person is defined by 

whether they have a LinkedIn profile or not and actively using it. So, those are the people we want 

to talk to. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah. I feel like all we’re trying to do is give people a platform that gives them 

opportunity, and that’s really it. Some people are going to take it, and other people aren’t, but if 

we can afford that opportunity to more students, then we’ll have more students take it. 

[00:56:38] 

STEVE WRIGHT: So, I see Melissa’s comment. Melissa, feel free to speak up if you have a 

microphone, but I would say that the simplest way to use this tool is to go to your college, find 

some alumni in the field that you're interested in, and just say, “Hey, how did our college help you 

or not?” kind of a follow-up. “Would you like to do some internships and have some students?” or 

“Would you like to come talk to a class?” I think that’s just the ground-zero, first best use of this 

tool. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, again, my willingness is I want to work with you guys, and we can definitely 

talk offline with anybody who is interested in chatting with me a little bit more about how current 

colleges and universities are using LinkedIn Learning and how we get it in front of the students. 
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 Once we do get it in front of the students, they do have a lot of adoption. There are a lot 

of colleges and universities that are have crazy adoption of LinkedIn Learning and Lynda.com and 

making a huge impact. That takes a partnership. 

 Our platform, again, at the end of the day, LinkedIn is free, and the idea is just to get 

students on LinkedIn—how do we get them there? How do we get students to LinkedIn? How do 

we get them more opportunity? And then, if we get more students on there, how can we help you 

guys see where they’re going after they graduate? Is that data going to be relevant? Will it help us 

shape… Not necessarily curriculum. We don’t necessarily want to do that, but can we help shape 

what LinkedIn does to help those students get in the marketplace? That’s our goal! 

[00:58:15] 

STEVE WRIGHT: That’s a great goal, and certainly, anybody should by on LinkedIn. I’m still 

surprised… Before I go on a conference call with just about anybody these days, I check their 

LinkedIn profile first. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah. 

STEVE WRIGHT: I’m always looking for that little bit in their past where we have something in 

common and that kind of thing, so to me, I can’t imagine… And sometimes I deal with somebody 

in any industry, and they don’t have a LinkedIn profile, I think, “Wow, they’re either way behind 

the times, or they work for one of those companies that says, ‘Don’t put your stuff on LinkedIn.’” 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Exactly. 

STEVE WRIGHT: Because there are some that do that, as I understand, but… 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Oh, yeah. 

STEVE WRIGHT: They don’t want to show off their employees. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Yeah, I know—it’s few and far between in private industry. It’s more in 

government, maybe federal. Well, I really appreciate the opportunity to chat with you guys. I know 
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that there are a few more questions. I have a hard stop right now, but Steve, if you want to kind 

of forward me some of the questions, then I will be happy to get back to anybody after this call 

and talk a little bit further. 

STEVE WRIGHT: Well, thank you very much, Ryan. For those of you on the call, make sure you put 

it on your calendar to join our ICT Educator Series next Friday at 10 o’clock. If I recall correctly, 

next Friday is the NETLABS+ presentation, which is a very economical way to give your students 

computer tech capabilities 24/7. All right, everybody. Thank you very much, and thank you, Ryan, 

for an excellent presentation and informative stuff. 

RYAN ZERVAKOS: Thank you. I appreciate it. 

STEVE WRIGHT: Take care. Bye. 
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Additional Resources 

• Connect with Ryan Zervakos about partnering your community college with LinkedIn 

rzervakos@linkedin.com

